
From: 	 Fisher, Ron (TPE) 
To: 	 Sukys, Raymond (TRO-09); Ossi, Joseph (TPE); Libberton, Sean (TPE); Barr, James (TPE); 

Rogers, Leslie (TRO-09); Turchie, Donna (TRO-09) 
CC: 	 Weeks, Dwayne (TPE); Libberton, Sean (TPE); Ossi, Joseph (TPE); Ryan, James (TPE) 
Sent: 	 6/9/2005 11:37:11 AM 
Subject: 	 RE: DTS provides more on AA for Honolulu 

We received this today. let me give you the highlights of today's meeting: 

• We agreed that they should do the AA/DEIS on the entire 25-mile corridor. To focus the AA/DEIS on less of the corridor 
would be confusing to the public given their schedule is to do both planning efforts for the locally funded project and 
federal at the same time. 

• We agreed that they did not have to identify conceptual alternatives as a condition of the grant approval for the AA 

• We said that highway alternatives should be considered for the AA, but that Honolulu staff could justify why these 
alternatives should not go through the detailed analysis in the AA as a result of any screening analysis that has been 
performed. They intend to make that case for the hot lanes and the Pearl Harbor crossing project. We made it clear 
that FTA would have to approve their request not to study these highway alternatives further. 

• The no-build alternative will contain extended zipper lanes to the east, possibly the Nimitz viaduct and the planned ferry 

service from the western end of the island to the Aloha terminal. 

• The TSM will contain the BRT proposal with regional buses using the zipper lanes and w/o taking lanes on arterials. 

• Joe relayed his concern that the locally funded project was segmentation because it does not have independent utility. In 
response to Honloulu staff by saying it does, we said that the forecasts could be used to shed light on its independent 
utility but that Honoulu staff should understand that a finding later in the study by FTA that the locally-funded project cannot 
be built because it does not demonostrate independent utility means they need a backup alternative. We suggested that 
backup alternative connect to the downtown if a maintenance facility location can be found near Middle St (Honolulu staff 
claim sites there are the only other alternatives to the site identified near the Waipahu). 

• Honolulu staff said another fallback alternative from Wapaihu to the city could not be funded locally because the funding 

generated from the excise tax could not support the construction schedule. 

• Two kinds of rail technology will be examined: power from 3rd rail meaning grade separation required, and power 
overhead. 3rd rail could enter Wakiki elevated above Kuhio st while overhead could operate in mixed traffic. (Honolulu 
staff believe there is strong local resistance to visual impact of overhead wires) . 

• Honolulu staff will conduct an on-board survey to recalibrate their travel models but will do screening using existing 
models. We told them the recalibrated models were only needed for the forecasts presented in the AA/DEIS document 
and for entry into PE. 

• Next steps: Honolulu staff will give us decription of the conceptual alternatives to be studied. SOW and memos describing 

how their approach to costing and travel forecasting varies from FTA guidance with an explanation for the variance. 

• If we decide the proposed locally funded project has independent utility, there may be a way to evaluate the project 
seeking new starts funding w/o assuming te local funded project is in place but the strategy is risky (I can explain That 
later). In any case the project seeking new starts funds likely would require two FFGAs. 
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